Perhaps

my fascination with eyes began as a result of being partially blinded but
information and “ah hahs” that I gained through Denny Johnson’s book and workshops
certainly enhanced my understanding of myself and others. I hadn’t realized just how
much information was being communicated through my eye structure. That certain of my
tendencies to act and react are actually predictable was a surprise. Amazingly visible
clues in the iris of my good eye tell the emotional legacy I inherited from my ancestors as
well. With an “ah hah” I recognized that my iris structure is much like a software
program that maps my born with emotional energy blockages.

AMAZING WHAT THE EYE REVEALS
Denny Johnson, through a series of meditations on markings in irises created maps of
eyes. An interpretive mapping system of recognition of attitude and behavior traits
similar to the map of iridology, which indicates physical traits in the iris.
“The human iris is a pattern revealing how we think, act and choose
relationships.” *
As Denny focused and meditated on a spot or an opening in a particular location in an
eye photograph he would receive a vision indicating the type of inherited emotional
experience that had created it. He showed that:
“By understanding the structure of the iris, we can determine how a person learns
and changes; how that person expresses himself through gestures and words, and
how social and intimate relationships are formed.” *
Along with other attendees, a photographer took slide pictures of my eyes at my first
workshop with Denny Johnson. Denny then projected everyone’s pictures onto an
overhead screen as he told each of us about ourselves. Denny identified whether we were
shaker, stream, flower or jewel structured, right or left brain dominant, introverted or
extroverted, and whether we learned best through seeing, hearing, feeling or a
combination of skills. He also described some of our strengths and weaknesses. The
information was amazing. Stream type irises have many close filaments radiating out
from the iris center and are sensory, kinesthetic and verbal. Flower structures have
openings in their irises like flower petals and are feeling, emotional and social. Jewels
have color spots in their irises and are thinking, analytical and verbal. Shakers combine
all three types and are split, alternating and extremists.
As Denny commented and showed set after set of pictures on the screen he walked up the
stairs of the theatre touched a man and then a woman in the audience and said:
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“You two are a relationship. Your structures complement each other. You are a flower
extrovert structure and you are a jewel introvert structure with related attraction repulsion
patterns in each of your irises.”)
The two who did not know each other were surprised and looked more closely at each
other.
At workshop conclusion I purchased Denny’s book and two magnifying mirrors. With
one I could look at my own eyes. With the other I could look at another’s eyes. To
confirm the truth of what I had heard I wanted to research by looking into other people’s
eyes. I began with eyes of my business partners and family members and arranged for
family eye photographs. It became apparent that my mother had a large number of jewel
spots in her eyes. Since a jewel’s preferred mode of receiving information is visually, I
then understood why my mother did not seem to take in auditory information well. She
had to see something to best understand and was a voracious reader.
I took the mirrors to my office to check eyes of my staff and partners. Harold and I had
just added a new partner to our management business, Shirley. Harold came into my
office saying:
“I can’t stand how Shirley is always waving her arms about. It is so irritating. She is so
emotional.”
After Harold left Shirley came into my office and said
“I don’t think Harold likes me.”
Taking my mirrors in turn Harold and Shirley looked at their own iris structures. I then
looked at both sets of eyes and exclaimed:
“You are a relationship. Shirley is a flower and Harold is a jewel!”
The two of them looked closely at each other. Within two weeks they sheepishly
admitted that they were seeing each other and soon after moved in together. As a couple
their qualities complemented each other and they were both very happy together for the
rest of their lives.
Denny told me I am a shaker. One of my “ah hahs” came as I recognized that I am thus
naturally an extremist and zealot of new concepts and ideas, have devotion and loyalty
but either have great success or great failures. Indeed later in a private session Denny told
me that I could be a great teacher, healer or witch, any one or all three.
Denny had also discovered “
“that there is a living connection between all members of the family tree”**
“The tree is a living symbol of our inheritance and of the continuous flow of love
and light from our ancestors, nourishing and guiding us from generation to
generation”**
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There are distinct qualities and abilities inherited from our ancestors. In addition to our
finer qualities we inherit emotional blockages in our energy fields from sixteen sets of
our ancestors. Denny found that if we do not solve these emotional problems in our lives
they are passed on to our children to solve. next generation children can even be born
with physical or emotional disabilities. Next generation children can even be born with
physical or emotional disabilities if certain problems of imbalance are passed down
through up to four sets of parents and grandparents without being resolved. Unwittingly
caused by parents not having resolved their inherited behavior patterns these intensify the
distortions within each succeeding generation.
Denny was able to initiate healing of children born with severe developmental problems.
By having people apply nurturing energy to these children using appropriate male or
female energy stimulation to restore their energy field balance greatly reduced the
children’s impairments over time. Several amazing pictures were shown to us by Denny
of children he had diagnosed displaying vast improvements in the children’s disabilities.
Denny’s remarkable further work expanded into understandings of humanity’s
interrelated family tree. www.rayid.com will take you to Denny Johnson’s web site
The Unitree Foundation and Rayid International.
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* reprinted from “What the Eye Reveals”
** reprinted from the ww.rayid.com web page.
“What the Eye Reveals, An Introduction to the Rayid Method of Iris
Interpretation” by Denny Johnson ISBN 0-917197-00-3
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